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Abstract
Let E be the infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra over a field F
of characteristic zero. In this paper we investigate the structures of Z-
gradings on E of full support. Using methods of elementary number
theory, we describe the Z-graded polynomial identities for the so-called
2-induced Z-gradings on E of full support. As a consequence of this fact
we provide examples of Z-gradings on E which are PI-equivalent but not
Z-isomorphic. This is the first example of graded algebras with infinite
support that are PI-equivalent and not isomorphic as graded algebras.
We also present the notion of central Z-gradings on E and we show that
its Z-graded polynomial identities are closely related to the Z2-graded
polynomial identities of Z2-gradings on E.
Keywords Grassmann algebra; graded algebra; graded identity; full sup-
port; greatest common divisor.
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1 Introduction
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let L be a vector space over F with
basis e1, e2, . . . . The infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra E of L over F is
the vector space with a basis consisting of 1 and all products ei1ei2 · · · eik where
i1 < i2 < . . . < ik, k ≥ 1. The multiplication in E is induced by eiej = −ejei
for all i and j. We shall denote by B = BE the above canonical basis of E. The
Grassmann algebra has a natural Z2-grading Ecan = E(0) ⊕ E(1) where E(0) is
the vector space spanned by 1 and all products ei1 · · · eik with even k while E(1)
is the vector space spanned by the products with odd k. Clearly E(0) is just the
centre of E and E(1) is the “anticommuting” part of E. This natural structure
of a Z2-graded algebra on E makes the Grassmann algebra very important not
only in Algebra but in various areas of Mathematics as well as in Theoretical
Physics. We are not going to discuss the applications of the Grassmann algebra;
we point out to the book by Berezin [3] for such applications.
The Grassmann algebra E is one of the most important algebras satisfying
a polynomial identity, also known as PI-algebras. Kemer [17, 18] developed the
structure theory of the ideals of identities of associative algebras, also called
T-ideals, in characteristic 0. This description led Kemer to the positive solution
of the long standing and extremely important problem proposed by W. Specht
in 1950: is every T-ideal in characteristic 0 finitely generated as a T-ideal? A
key ingredient in Kemer’s research was the following result: every associative
PI-algebra over a field of characteristic zero is PI-equivalent to the Grassmann
envelope of a finite dimensional associative superalgebra.
Recall that in characteristic 2 the Grassmann algebra is commutative hence
not very interesting from the point of view of PI theory. The polynomial iden-
tities of the Grassmann algebra were described by Latyshev [21], and later on
by Krakowski and Regev [20]. The identities of E have been extensively stud-
ied also in positive characteristic. The interested reader can consult the pa-
per [11] and the references therein for further information. In characteristic
0, it is the easiest example of an algebra which does not satisfy any stan-
dard polynomial. We recall that the standard polynomial is the polynomial
sn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
σ∈Sn
(−1)σxσ(1) · · ·xσ(n), where Sn stands for the symmet-
ric group on the letters {1, . . . , n}, and (−1)σ is the sign of the permutation σ.
This polynomial plays a prominent role in PI theory, especially in characteristic
0.
Group gradings on algebras and the corresponding graded polynomial iden-
tities have been extensively studied in PI theory during the last two or three
decades. The graded identities for the natural (or canonical) grading on E
are well known, see for example [12]. A grading on the Grassmann algebra is
said to be a homogeneous grading if each element of L is homogeneous. Let
A = ⊕g∈GAg be a G-graded algebra and e the neutral element of G. The sup-
port of the grading is the set Sup(A) = {g ∈ G | Ag 6= 0}. If Sup(A) = {e}, we
have the trivial grading on A.
We cite here the research developed by Anisimov [1, 2], and by Di Vincenzo
and Da Silva [6, 9]. In [13] the authors investigated the Z2 and Z-graded central
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polynomials for E. In [14] the Zq-graded identities and central polynomials for
all homogeneous Zq-gradings on E were described, for q > 2. In [15] the authors
developed the first study related to non-homogeneous Z2-gradings on E. They
proved that there exist infinitely many non-homogeneous such gradings on E.
On the other hand it turns out that in all “typical” cases the gradings obtained
are very similar to homogeneous ones.
In [13, 16] the authors studied three types of Z-grading on E, which were
denoted by E∞, Ek
∗
and Ek, for all non-negative integer k. These structures
are the more natural Z-grading on E due to its closely relation with the superal-
gebras E∞, Ek∗ and Ek. The support of E
k∗ is {0, 1, . . . , k} while E∞ and Ek
∗
have the set {0, 1, . . .} as support. In this context, we formulated the questions:
Is it possible to define a Z-grading on E whose support is all the group Z? In
affirmative case, is it possible to obtain some type of classification?
These questions were the main motivation to product this paper. The main
results obtained here are:
1. Result 1: We describe the Z-graded polynomial identities for all 2-
induced Z-gradings on E of full support. We present a necessary and
sufficient condition for two structures of this type to be Z-isomorphic.
2. Result 2: We provide examples of Z-gradings onE which are PI-equivalent
but not Z-isomorphic. This is the first example of PI-equivalence of graded
algebra when the support of the grading is infinite.
3. Result 3: We construct certain type of Z-grading on E whose TZ-ideal is
closely related to T2-ideal of Z2-gradings on E.
To simplify both the exposition and the notation, we consider the ground
field F of characteristic zero. Nevertheless a lot of results obtained in Subsection
3.1 does not depend on the field F .
2 Preliminaries
Throughout this paper all vector spaces will be considered over F , and all alge-
bras will be associative and unitary, and will be considered over F . We also fix
an abelian group G. In this section we make a brief presentation of the tools
used for the developing of this paper.
A G-grading on an algebra A is a vector space decomposition A = ⊕g∈GAg
such that AgAh ⊂ Agh for all g, h ∈ G. When a nonzero element a ∈ Ag we say
that a is homogeneous and its degree is α(a) = g or ‖a‖ = g. A vector space
(subalgebra, ideal) B of A is said to be a homogeneous vector space (subalgebra,
ideal) if B = ⊕g∈GB∩Ag. If H is a subgroup of G we define the quotient G/H-
grading as A = ⊕g∈G/HAg where Ag = ⊕h∈HAgh. We say that two G-graded
algebras A = ⊕g∈GAg and B = ⊕g∈GBg are G-isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism of algebras ϕ : A→ B such that ϕ(Ag) = Bg, for all g ∈ G. Now,
let A = ⊕g∈GAg and B = ⊕h∈HBh be algebras graded by the groups G and
H respectively. The graded algebras A and B are weakly isomorphic if there
exists an isomorphism of groups ρ : G → H and an isomorphism of algebras
ϕ : A→ B such that ϕ(Ag) = Bρ(g) for every g in G.
Group gradings on the Grassmann algebra with groups G other than Z2
were studied in the papers [4, 10]. In these the authors describe homogeneous
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gradings on E by finite abelian groups and by cyclic groups of prime order,
respectively. Along this line we will focus on Z-gradings on E.
Let X = ∪i∈ZXi be the disjoint union of infinite countable sets of variables
Xi = {xi1, x
i
2, . . .}, i ∈ Z. Assuming that for each i ∈ Z the elements of the set
Xi are of Z-degree i, the free associative algebra F 〈X |Z〉 has a natural Z-grading
⊕i∈ZF 〈X |Z〉i. Here F 〈X |Z〉i is the vector subspace of F 〈X |Z〉 spanned by all
monomials of Z-degree i. It is also easy to see that F 〈X |Z〉 is free in the following
sense. Given a Z-graded algebra A = ⊕i∈ZAi and a map g : X → A such that
g(Xi) ⊆ Ai for every i then g can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism of
algebras ϕ : F 〈X |Z〉 → A which respects the Z-gradings on these algebras (such
homomorphisms are called Z-graded ones).
A polynomial f(xl11 , . . . , x
lr
r ) is called a Z-graded polynomial identity (PI)
of the Z-graded algebra A if f(a1, . . . , ar) = 0 for all ai ∈ Ali . The set TZ(A)
of all Z-graded polynomial identities is an ideal of F 〈X |Z〉. It is also invariant
under Z-graded endomorphisms of F 〈X |Z〉. Such ideals are called TZ-ideals.
As in the case of ordinary polynomial identities one proves that an ideal I in
F 〈X |Z〉 is a TZ-ideal if and only if it coincides with the ideal of all Z-graded
identities of some Z-graded algebra A. It is well known that studying ordinary
polynomial identities in characteristic 0, one may consider the multilinear ones.
The analogous fact holds for graded identities as well. More precisely if A is a
Z-graded algebra over the field F of characteristic 0, the ideal TZ(A) of all Z-
graded identities of A is generated as a TZ-ideal by its multilinear polynomials.
In the more general case of an infinite field one has to take into account the
multihomogeneous polynomials instead of the multilinear ones.
If A and B are Z-graded algebras we say that A and B are PI-equivalent as
Z-graded algebras if TZ(A) = TZ(B). Given a TZ-ideal I of F 〈X |Z〉, the variety
of Z-graded algebras VZ associated to I is the class of all the Z-graded algebras
A such that I is contained in TZ(A). The TZ-ideal I is denoted by TZ(V
Z).
The variety VZ is generated by the Z-graded algebra A if TZ(V
Z) = TZ(A).
It is clear that the same concepts can be formulated for any abelian group G.
Relavant works approached questions related to PI-equivalence of algebras, see
for example [7, 19].
Here we recall the more natural three types of Z-gradings on E that were
presented in [16]; these are the natural analogues of the ones considered in [9].
To this end we consider the following attribution of degrees on its generators:
‖ei‖
k =
{
0, if i = 1, . . . , k
1, otherwise
,
‖ei‖
k∗ =
{
1, if i = 1, . . . , k
0, otherwise
,
‖ei‖
∞ =
{
0, for i even
1, for i odd
.
Then we induce the Z-grading on E putting
‖ej1 · · · ejn‖ = ‖ej1‖+ · · ·+ ‖ejn‖,
and extend it to E by linearity.
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We denote by Ek, Ek
∗
and E∞ the three types of Z-graded algebras above.
When ‖ei‖ = 1 for all i (the Z-grading Ek for k = 0), we denote the respective
Z-grading by Ecan, which is called natural Z-grading on E.
The superalgebras Ek, Ek∗ , and E∞ can be obtained respectively from
Ek, Ek
∗
and E∞ in a natural manner. We recall that the support of Ek
∗
is {0, 1, . . . , k} while the supports of E∞ and Ek are equal to {0, 1, . . .}.
In [16] the description of the graded polynomial identities for such gradings
were presented, namely:
Proposition 2.1 (see [16]) Let the field F be of characteristic 0. The TZ-ideal
of the Z-graded polynomial identities of Ecan = ⊕n∈ZE(n) is generated by the
graded polynomials
• x, if α(x) < 0.
• [x1, x2], if α(x1) or α(x2) is an even integer.
• x1x2 + x2x1, if α(x1) and α(x2) are odd integers.
Theorem 2.2 (see [16]) Assume that F is a field of characteristic 0. Let
TZ(E
d) be the TZ-ideal of the Z-graded polynomial identities for E
d, where d
stands for either ∞ or k∗. Then
1. TZ(E
∞) is generated by the set of the following polynomials:
• x, if α(x) < 0.
• [x1, x2, x3], for every choice of the degrees α(x1), α(x2), α(x3).
2. TZ(E
k∗) is generated by the set of the following polynomials:
• x, if α(x) /∈ {0, . . . , k}.
• [x1, x2, x3], for every choice of the degrees α(x1), α(x2), α(x3).
The description of the Z-graded polynomial identities for Ek is more com-
plicated and can be found in [16].
Given a basic element (or monomial) w = ei1 · · · eik in E, we recall that the
set supp(w) = {ei1 , . . . , eik} is called support of w. If w1 = ej1 · · · ejl is in E, we
say that w and w1 have pairwise disjoint supports if supp(w)∩supp(w1) = ∅. In
this case we have that ww1 6= 0. The length of w is the cardinality of supp(w),
and we denote it by |w|. In the grading Ecan, the Z-degree of w is exactly |w|.
Definition 2.3 A G-grading E = ⊕g∈GEg on the Grassmann algebra is said
to be:
(a) A homogeneous grading if each ei ∈ L is homogeneous in the grading.
(b) A grading of full support if its support is all the group G.
The Grassmann algebra E admits infinitely many non-homogeneous Z2-
gradings, as can be seen in [15]. It is clear that Ek, Ek
∗
, and E∞ are ho-
mogeneous gradings on E, but these structures are not of full support.
Throughout the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, all the gradings
on E will be considered homogeneous gradings.
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We write N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} and N0 = N∪{0}. Let r ∈ N, n1 < . . . < nr, with
each nj ∈ Z, and v1, . . . , vr, where vj ∈ N or vj =∞, for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Consider
L = Lv1n1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L
vr
nr
a decomposition of L in r subspaces such that vj = dimL
vj
nj . Clearly we can
assume that the generators ei of L satisfy ei ∈ ∪rj=1L
vj
nj . In other words we split
the basis e1, e2, . . . of L into r disjoint sets. Given a generator ek ∈ L, we
define
‖ek‖ = nj if and only if ek ∈ L
vj
nj .
We extend the degree for all monomial ek1ek2 · · · eks by
‖ek1ek2 · · · eks‖ = ‖ek1‖+ ‖ek2‖+ · · ·+ ‖eks‖.
It provides us a structure of Z-grading on E, denoted by E
(v1,...,vr)
(n1,...,nr)
. In this case
we say that E
(v1,...,vr)
(n1,...,nr)
is a r-induced Z-grading. We say that n1, . . . , nr are the
lower indexes and v1, . . . , vr are the upper indexes of the grading.
Remark 2.4 The procedure just described is more general. Let G be a group,
consider g1, . . . , gr in G and suppose that gigj = gjgi, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
As above we consider
L = Lv1g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L
vr
gr
a decomposition of L in r subspaces such that vj = dimL
vj
gj . Then we can
define a G-grading E
(v1,...,vr)
(g1,...,gr)
on E exactly as before. Observe that the condition
gigj = gjgi, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r} is essential.
Example 2.5 (The trivial case) If r = 1, the respective Z-graded polynomial
identities for E
(∞)
(n) were described in [16]. It is easy to see that E
(∞)
(n) and E
(∞)
(m)
are Z-isomorphic if and only if n = m.
3 2-induced Z-gradings of full support
From now on we consider r = 2 and the respective decomposition of L has the
form
L = Lum ⊕ L
v
n.
3.1 A characterization
In this subsection we shall give conditions on the indexes m, n, u and v so that
Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) = Z. After that we shall describe the Z-graded polynomial identi-
ties for all these structures. We call attention that the construction exposed in
this subsection does not depend on the field F .
We start with a result that characterizes Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) when u = v =∞.
Theorem 3.1 Let L = Lum ⊕ L
v
n be a decomposition as previously presented.
Then Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) = dZ if and only if u = v =∞, m < 0 < n and gcd(m,n) =
d.
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Proof Assume that Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) = dZ and m < n. If m,n ≥ 0, then it is
clear that Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) ⊂ N0. If m,n ≤ 0 we conclude that Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) ⊂
{−k | k ∈ N0}. Hence it follows that m < 0 < n. If u = dimLum < ∞,
we conclude that Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) ⊂ {a ∈ Z | a ≥ mu} and a similar conclusion
holds if v = dimLvn < ∞. Moreover, as m,n ∈ Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) = dZ, we have
that d′ = gcd(m,n) ∈ dZ, since d divide m and n. Hence d′Z ⊆ dZ. On the
other hand d ∈ Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) then there exist r and s natural numbers such that
d = mr + ns this implies that d ∈ d′Z. Hence d = gcd(m,n).
Now if we consider gcd(m,n) = d, then gcd(m/d, n/d) = 1. We have that
(m/d) is a generator of the group Zn/d. Since Zn/d is finite, there exist positive
integers α, α′ such that α(m/d) = 1 and α′(m/d) = −1 in Zn/d. Therefore,
there exist integers β, β′ such that
1− α(m/d) = β(n/d),
−1− α′(m/d) = β′(n/d).
As m < 0 we have 1 − α(m/d) ≥ 0 and −1 − α′(m/d) ≥ 0, it follows that
β, β′ ∈ N0. Hence
d = αm+ βn,
−d = α′m+ β′n.
This and u = v = ∞ imply that dZ ⊆ Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)). On the other hand, if
k ∈ Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)), there exist r, s ∈ N0 such that k = rm + sn. It follows from
definition of greatest common divisor that d divide k, and hence we have the
equality dZ = Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)).
The next result is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and it gives us a necessary
and sufficient condition for the Z-graded algebra E
(u,v)
(m,n) to be of full support.
Corollary 3.2 Let L = Lum ⊕ L
v
n be a decomposition as previously presented.
The following statements are equivalent:
1. Sup(E
(u,v)
(m,n)) = Z.
2. u = v = ∞, m < 0 < n and there exist α, β, α′ and β′ in N0 satisfying
1 = αm+ βn and −1 = α′m+ β′n.
3. u = v =∞, m < 0 < n and gcd(m,n) = 1.
Proof It is enough to prove that (2 ⇒ 1). Let k > 0 be an integer number
and let Ak be the respective component in the grading. Since 1 = αm+βn and
u = v = ∞, we can take k elements w1, . . . , wk of BE with pairwise disjoint
supports of degree 1. Then 0 6= w1 · · ·wk has degree k, that is, Ak 6= 0. The
case k < 0 is treated similarly.
Example 3.3 Due to Corollary 3.2, we can guarantee that E
(∞,∞)
(−100,147) and
E
(∞,∞)
(−2,3) are of full support. Notice that
1 = 1× (−2) + 1× 3,
7
−1 = 2× (−2) + 1× 3.
If Ar is the homogeneous component of degree r in E
(∞,∞)
(−2,3) , we observe that
A1 has infinitely many monomials of length 2 and A−1 has infinitely many
monomials of length 3.
Corollary 3.4 Suppose that E
(u,v)
(m,n) is of full support and let Ar be the homoge-
neous component of degree r. Given a monomial w ∈ Ar, there exist infinitely
many monomials with pairwise disjoint supports in Ar whose length is equal to
the length of w.
Proof Assume that
L∞m = spanF {e1, e3, e5, . . .},
L∞n = spanF {e2, e4, e6, . . .},
w = ei1 · · · eilej1 · · · ejk ,
where i1, . . . , il are odd numbers and j1, . . . , jk are even numbers.
In this case for any choice of l odd integers and k even integers we can
construct a monomial in Ar with the same length of w.
Remark 3.5 Let G and H be groups and let A = ⊕g∈GAg and B = ⊕h∈HBh
be algebras graded by the groups G and H, respectively. If A and B are weakly
isomorphic with respect to the isomorphism of groups ρ : G → H then a poly-
nomial f ∈ F 〈X |G〉 is a graded identity for A if and only if Φ(f) is a graded
identity for B, where Φ : F 〈X |G〉 → F 〈X |H〉 is the isomorphism such that
Φ(xgi ) = x
ρ(g)
i . Moreover if S is a basis for the TG-ideal TG(A) then Φ(S) is a
basis for the TH-ideal TH(B).
Given d ∈ Z, we consider the map Φd : F 〈X |Z〉 → F 〈X |dZ〉 defined by
Φd(x
n
i ) = x
dn
i . If d 6= 0, it is clear that the map ρ : Z→ dZ given by ρ(n) = dn
is an isomorphism of groups. Due to these comments and Remark 3.5, we obtain
the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6 Let f ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 be a multilinear polynomial and m < 0 < n. Then
f ∈ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) ) if and only if Φd(f) ∈ TdZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ), where d = gcd(m,n).
Hence if we consider E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) as a dZ-graded algebra, its dZ-graded identities
can be obtained from the identities of the Z-graded algebra E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) .
We shall present a relation between TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) and TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) ), where d =
gcd(m,n). To this end we define the homomorphism Ψd : F 〈X |dZ〉 → F 〈X |Z〉
given by Ψd(x
dn
i ) = x
dn
i . Note that this homomorphism is not inclusion, because
even though they appear to be the same variables they are in distinct free
algebras.
Theorem 3.7 Let m and n be integer numbers, with m < 0 < n and d =
gcd(m,n). If S is a basis for the TZ-ideal TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(md ,
n
d )
), then the TZ-ideal TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) )
is generated by the set S′ ∪N , where
S′ = {Ψd(Φd(f)) | f ∈ S}
and
N = {x ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 | α(x) /∈ dZ}.
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Proof Let f be an element in S′. There exists g ∈ S such that Ψd(Φd(g)) = f .
By the lemma mentioned above, we have Φd(g) ∈ TdZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ). Notice that
the elements in Sup(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) in dZ can be seen in Z, and hence we have that
the elements of degree i in Sup(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) (in dZ) continue to have degree i
in Z. We conclude that Ψd(Φd(g)) ∈ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ). Moreover it is clear that
N ⊆ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ). Hence 〈S
′ ∪N〉TZ ⊆ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ).
Now we consider f = f(xl11 , . . . , x
lr
r ) ∈ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) multilinear. If li ∈
Z \ Sup(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ), for some i = 1, . . . , r, then f ∈ 〈S
′ ∪ N〉TZ . Hence we can
suppose li ∈ Sup(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ), for every i = 1, . . . , r. In this case, for each i, there
exists si ∈ Z such that li = dsi. In this context, we can consider, without loss of
generality, that f ∈ F 〈X |dZ〉∩TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) = TdZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ). Lemma 3.6 implies
f = Φd(g), where g = f(x
s1
1 , . . . , x
sr
r ) and g ∈ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) ). As TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) )
is generated by S, then there exist gj1, g
j
2, h
j
1, . . . , h
j
pj ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 and t1, . . . ,
tu ∈ S such that
g =
∑
j
gj1tj(h
j
1, . . . , h
j
pj )g
j
2.
In this case
f = Ψd(Φd(g)) =
∑
j
Gj1[Ψd(Φd(tj))(H
j
1 , . . . , H
j
pj )]G
j
2.
whereGj1, G
j
2, H
j
1 , . . . , H
j
pj ∈ F 〈X |Z〉withG
j
i = Ψd(Φd(g
j
i )) andH
j
k = Ψd(Φd(h
j
k)),
for i = 1, 2 and k = 1, . . . , pj. Therefore we have that f ∈ 〈S′ ∪N〉TZ , and we
are done.
The last theorem implies that to determine the Z-graded identities for an
algebra of type E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) , when m < 0 < n, it is sufficient to consider the case in
which such structure is of full support, namely the case where gcd(m,n) = 1.
Suppose that Sup(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) = Z. By Corollary 3.2 there exist α, β, α
′ and
β′ in N0 satisfying
1 = αm+ βn
−1 = α′m+ β′n.
We fix α, β, α′ and β′ satisfying these equalities such that the sums α + β
and α′ + β′ are minimal. We say that α + β and α′ + β′ are the coefficients of
the grading. We have to take into account the following four types:
(1) Both α+ β and α′ + β′ are even.
(2) α+ β is even and α′ + β′ is odd.
(3) α+ β is odd and α′ + β′ is even.
(4) Both α+ β and α′ + β′ are odd.
For instance, the grading of E
(∞,∞)
(−2,3) given in Example 3.3 is of type (2).
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Remark 3.8 Let m < 0 < n be integers. If both m and n are odd then E
(∞,∞)
(−1,n)
and E
(∞,∞)
(m,1) are of type (4). In fact, for E
(∞,∞)
(−1,n) we have that
α+ β = n,
α′ + β′ = 1.
And similarly for E
(∞,∞)
(m,1) . If n is even then E
(∞,∞)
(−1,n) is of type (2). If m is even
then E
(∞,∞)
(m,1) is of type (3).
3.2 Type (1)
Here and in the rest of the paper, we shall consider the ground field F of
characteristic zero. It is possible to obtain similar results when F is infinite of
characteristic p > 2, but the arguments and notations become rather clumsy.
Let E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) be a structure of type (1). Let V
Z
1 be the variety of Z-graded
algebras define by
1. [x1, x2, x3], for all degree of x1, x2, x3.
Obviously we have that E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ∈ V
Z
1 . Besides E
∞ ∈ VZ1 but it does not
generate VZ1 .
Proposition 3.9 Let E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) be a structure of type (1). Then E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) gener-
ates the variety VZ1 .
To prove Proposition 3.9 it is necessary to understand what happens in each
homogeneous component of E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) =
⊕
r∈ZAr.
Lemma 3.10 If m and n are odd integers then E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is of type (4).
Proof In fact, the equalities
1 = αm+ βn,
−1 = α′m+ β′n
imply that α and β have contrary parities (and also α′ and β′). Then both α+β
and α′ + β′ are odd, hence E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is of type (4).
If E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) =
⊕
r∈ZAr is of type (1), due to Lemma 3.10, we have that m×n
is even. Therefore, as gcd(m,n) = 1, it follows that −m+ n is odd.
Lemma 3.11 The component A0 has infinitely many elements of BE with even
and odd length with pairwise disjoint supports. Consequently the same property
is valid for each component Ar, for all r ∈ Z.
Proof As α + β is even, there exist infinitely many monomials of even length
with pairwise disjoint supports in A1. Also this is true for A−1. Then A0 has
infinitely many monomials of even length with pairwise disjoint supports.
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On the other hand, we have that
0 = n×m+ (−m)× n,
therefore A0 has infinitely many monomials of length n+ (−m) (odd number).
Now given a monomial w ∈ Ar, due to Lemma 3.4, we have that Ar has
infinitely many monomials with pairwise disjoint supports and length equal to
the length of w. Since wA0 ⊂ Ar, the last statement follows.
Given a positive integer t and n1, . . . , nt in Z, we consider the positive
integers ln1 , . . . , lnt and l = ln1 + · · · + lnt . Let us denote by Vln1 ,...,lnt the
vector space of Z-graded multilinear polynomials having:
ln1 variables of degree n1, namely x
n1
1 , . . . , x
n1
ln1
,
...
lnt variables of degree nt, namely x
nt
1 , . . . , x
nt
lnt
.
Define ψ : Vl → Vln1 ,...,lnt as the linear isomorphism induced by the map
xi 7→


xn1i , if 1 ≤ i ≤ ln1
xn2i−ln1
, if ln1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ ln1 + ln2
...
xnti−(ln1+···+lnt−1)
, if ln1 + · · ·+ lnt−1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ ln1 + · · ·+ lnt−1 + lnt
.
Remark 3.12 Consider E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) of type (1). Since the field F has characteristic
zero, following the same ideas that were used in [16, Proposition 5], it is possible
to show that
ψ(Vl ∩ T (E)) = Vln1 ,...,lnt ∩ TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ),
where T (E) is the ordinary T -ideal of E. Such correspondence comes from
the fact that each homogeneous component of E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) admits infinitely many
monomials of even and odd length with pairwise disjoint supports, see Lemma
3.11. Hence a Z-graded substitution is essentially an ordinary substitution. In
general, if a Z-grading on E has infinitely many monomials of even and odd
length with pairwise disjoint supports in each homogeneous component then the
above correspondence is still valid.
Now we are able to prove Proposition 3.9:
Proof It is clear that E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ∈ V
Z
1 .
Given a multilinear Z-graded polynomial identity f(xn11 , . . . , x
nt
lnt
) of E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ,
by Remark 3.12 we have that f(x1, . . . , xl) is an ordinary polynomial identity of
E. Hence f =
∑h
i=1 ai[bi, ci, di]gi for some polynomials ai, bi, ci, di, gi ∈ F 〈X〉.
As f(x1, . . . , xl) is multilinear we can assume that each of these elements is a
monomial in F 〈X〉, and aibicidigi ∈ Vl for every i = 1, . . . , h. Therefore we
obtain that
f(xn11 , . . . , x
nt
lnt
) = ψ(f(x1, . . . , xl)) =
h∑
i=1
ψ(ai[bi, ci, di]gi) =
=
h∑
i=1
ai[bi, ci, di]gi.
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Here ai, bi, ci, di, gi are monomials in F 〈X |Z〉 and aibicidigi ∈ Vln1 ,...,lnt , and
we are done.
3.3 Types (2) and (3)
Let E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) be a structure of type either (2) or (3).
Lemma 3.13 The component A0 has infinitely many elements of BE with even
and odd length with pairwise disjoint supports. Consequently the same property
is valid for each component Ar, for all r ∈ Z.
Proof Suppose that E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is of type (2). Then A1 has infinitely many ele-
ments of BE with pairwise disjoint supports and even length (length α+β) and
A−1 has elements of BE of odd length (length α
′ + β′) in the same conditions.
Therefore A0 has infinitely many elements of BE with pairwise disjoint supports
and both length (because A−1A1 ⊂ A0 and A−1A1A−1A1 ⊂ A0).
Now given a monomial w ∈ Ar, due to Corollary 3.4, we have that Ar has
infinitely many monomials with pairwise disjoint supports and length equal to
the length of w. Since wA0 ⊂ Ar, the last statement follows. When E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is
of type (3) we use the same argument.
Proposition 3.14 Let E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) be a structure of type (2) or (3). Then E
(∞,∞)
(m,n)
generates the variety VZ1 .
Proof It follows from Remark 3.12 and Lemma 3.13.
3.4 Type (4)
This section is devoted to study of the structures E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) of type (4).
Suppose that E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) comes from the decomposition L = L
∞
m ⊕ L
∞
n . We
may assume that
L∞m = spanF {e1, e3, e5, . . .},
L∞n = spanF {e2, e4, e6, . . .}.
Consider the variety VZ2 of Z-graded algebras define by
1. [x1, x2], if either α(x1) or α(x2) is even and
2. x1x2 + x2x1, if both α(x1) and α(x2) are odd.
Example 3.15 Note that Ecan ∈ VZ2 but it does not generate V
Z
2 .
In the following results an essential condition for our computation is as-
sumed: the indexes m and n will be considered odd integers.
Lemma 3.16 Suppose that m and n are odd integers, let E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) =
⊕
r∈ZAr
and Ecan = E(0) ⊕E(1). If r is an even integer then Ar ⊂ Z(E). If r is an odd
integer then Ar ⊂ E(1).
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Proof Let r ≥ 0 be an integer. Let
w = ei1 · · · eilej1 · · · ejk
be a monomial of E. Clearly we can assume that i1, . . . , il are odd numbers and
j1, . . . , jk are even numbers. Note that
w ∈ Ar if and only if r = lm+ kn.
If r is even, since m and n are odd, we conclude that l and k have the same
parity. Thus l+k is even and Ar ⊂ Z(E). Similarly we show that A−r ⊂ Z(E).
If r is odd, we conclude that l and k have contrary parities, i.e, Ar ⊂ E(1).
The same idea implies that A−r ⊂ E(1) as well.
Theorem 3.17 Let m and n be odd integers. Then E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) generates V
Z
2 .
Proof It is a trivial consequence of Lemma 3.16.
Now suppose that m × n is even. Hence we have that −m + n is an odd
integer. Since
0 = n×m+ (−m)× n,
the component A0 has infinitely many monomials of odd length, namely of
length n+ (−m).
As 1 = αm + βn and −1 = α′m + β′n, the components A1 and A−1 have
monomials in the same conditions of odd length.
Then A0 has infinitely many monomials of both length with pairwise disjoint
supports. Therefore this is also valid for each homogeneous component of the
grading. In the light of this fact, we have that:
Theorem 3.18 If m× n is even and E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is of type (4), then E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) gen-
erates the variety VZ1 .
Proof Once again, it is enough to apply Remark 3.12 and the previous com-
ments.
In the next box, the results of this section are summarized:
gcd(m,n) = 1 m× n even E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) generates V
Z
1
gcd(m,n) = 1 m× n odd E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) generates V
Z
2
4 Z-isomorphism and PI-equivalence
In this section, all the 2-induced Z-gradings on E of full support shall be classi-
fied. First observe that E
(∞,∞)
(−1,1) generates the variety V
Z
2 and E
(∞,∞)
(−1,2) generates
the variety VZ1 .
In the light of this and also of the Section 3 it can be enunciated that:
Theorem 4.1 Consider the Grassmann algebra E over a field F of character-
istic zero. Let m < 0 < n be integer numbers and suppose that gcd(m,n) = 1.
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1. The Z-grading E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is PI-equivalent to E
(∞,∞)
(−1,1) or
2. The Z-grading E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is PI-equivalent to E
(∞,∞)
(−1,2)
A natural question would be: are such structures Z-isomorphic? Now we
are going to investigate such question, given a negative answer.
Theorem 4.2 Consider m1 < 0 < n1 and m2 < 0 < n2. The Z-gradings
E
(∞,∞)
(m1,n1)
and E
(∞,∞)
(m2,n2)
are Z-isomorphic if and only if m1 = m2 and n1 = n2.
Proof It is enough to prove one part. Let E
(∞,∞)
(m1,n1)
=
⊕
r∈ZAr and E
(∞,∞)
(m2,n2)
=⊕
r∈ZBr.
Suppose that φ : E
(∞,∞)
(m1,n1)
−→ E
(∞,∞)
(m2,n2)
is a Z-graded isomorphism. Hence
we have that φ(Am2 ) = Bm2 .
As φ is a homomorphism we note that φ(ek) has not scalar part (because
φ(ek)
2 = 0 ), for all k ∈ N. In this case, if w ∈ BE then
φ(w) =
∑
u∈BE ,|u|≥|w|
λuu.
Since Bm2 has monomials of length one, then the same holds for Am2 . Due
to L ⊂ Am1 ∪ An1 , it follows that m2 = m1 or m2 = n1. As m2 is a negative
number we have that m2 = m1. Similarly we show that n2 = n1.
The last result does not depend on the ground field F . Moreover we have a
natural generalization of it in a more general context of G-gradings, as we can
see below.
Given any group G and elements g1, . . . , gr, h1, . . . , hs in G, such that gigj =
gjgi and hi′hj′ = hj′hi′ , for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and i′, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , s}, consider
the G-gradings E
(∞,...,∞)
(g1,...,gr)
and E
(∞,...,∞)
(h1,...,hs)
as presented in Remark 2.4.
Proposition 4.3 The G-gradings E
(∞,...,∞)
(g1,...,gr)
and E
(∞,...,∞)
(h1,...,hs)
are G-isomorphic
if and only if r = s and {g1, . . . , gr} = {h1, . . . , hs}.
Proof Let E
(∞,...,∞)
(g1,...,gr)
= A =
⊕
g∈GAg and E
(∞,...,∞)
(h1,...,hs)
= B =
⊕
g∈GBg.
Suppose that φ : A −→ B is a G-graded isomorphism. Hence we have that
φ(Ah1) = Bh1 .
As in Theorem 4.2, Bh1 has monomials of length one, then Ah1 has also
monomials of length one. Due to L ⊂ Ag1 ∪· · ·∪Agr , it follows that there exists
some i such that h1 = gi. Hence we can suppose without loss of generality that
i = 1. Similarly we show that hj belongs to {g1, . . . , gr}, for each j = 2, . . . , s.
We conclude that s ≤ r and {g1, . . . , gr} ⊇ {h1, . . . , hs}. The reverse inequality
and the reverse inclusion are obtained substituting φ by φ−1.
Section 3 implies that the identities for E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) are completely determine by
the parity of m× n, while Theorem 4.2 implies that both lower indexes m and
n completely determine the structure of E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) as Z-graded algebra.
The structures given in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 are the first example
of graded algebras whose support is infinite that are PI-equivalent and not
isomorphic as graded algebras.
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5 Central Z-gradings on E
In this section we present results related to more general Z-gradings on the
Grassmann algebra, the so-called central Z-gradings. Such structures have the
strong property that each homogeneous component of even degree contains a
“significant part” of the centre of E, which allows us to obtain its graded poly-
nomial identities. In all 2-induced Z-grading of full support on E studied in
Section 3 it has been proved that each homogeneous component of even degree
admits infinitely many monomials of even length with pairwise disjoint supports.
This is the motivation to define a central Z-grading on E.
In the definition below we assume that the Z-grading on E is homogeneous
and of full support.
Definition 5.1 Let H = 2Z. A Z-grading E =
⊕
r∈ZAr on E is called central
Z-grading if each component Ah has infinitely many elements of BE of even
length with pairwise disjoint supports, for all h ∈ H. In this case, we write
E = Ec to indicate that E is endowed with a central Z-grading.
Example 5.2 All 2-induced Z-gradings of full support are central Z-gradings
on E. The structure Ecan is not a central Z-grading. Each component of even
degree in E
(∞,∞)
(−2,2) has infinitely many elements of BE of even length with pairwise
disjoint supports, but E
(∞,∞)
(−2,2) is not a central grading.
As commented in Section 2, a Z-grading on E induces naturally a Z2-grading
on E. Next it will be proved that the Z-graded identities of a central Z-grading
are closely related to the Z2-graded identities of its induced Z2-grading.
Example 5.3 The grading E
(∞,∞)
(−1,1) is central, which induces the Z2-grading
Ecan.
Let pi : F 〈X |Z〉 → F 〈X |Z2〉 be the homomorphism of free algebras given by:
pi(xni ) = x
n
i .
Here xni denotes a variable of Z-degree n while x
n
i is a variable of Z2-degree n.
For example,
pi([x−41 , x
5
2]) = [x
0
1, x
1
2],
pi(x81x
8
2) = x
0
1x
0
2
and so on.
Lemma 5.4 Let I be a T2-ideal of F 〈X |Z2〉 and J = {f ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 | pi(f) ∈ I}.
Then J is a TZ-ideal of F 〈X |Z〉.
Given a central Z-grading Ec =
⊕
r∈ZAr on E, we denote by Ed its induced
Z2-grading. Recall that there exist three possibilities for Ed, namely: E∞, Ek∗
and Ek, for some non-negative integer k.
Lemma 5.5 Let A =
⊕
r∈ZAr be an arbitrary Z-grading on E and Ed =
A0 ⊕A1 its induced Z2-grading. If pi(f) ∈ T2(Ed) then f ∈ TZ(A).
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Proof Suppose that pi(f(xn11 , . . . , x
nl
l )) = f(x
n1
1 , . . . , x
nl
l ) ∈ T2(Ed). As An ⊂
An for all n ∈ Z, it is obtained immediately that f(x
n1
1 , . . . , x
nl
l ) ∈ TZ(A).
In fact, the last lemma is more general. Let G be an abelian group, let
H be a subgroup of G and f ∈ F 〈X |G〉. If A is any G-graded algebra and
pi(f) ∈ TG/H(A) then f ∈ TG(A).
The next result is an adaptation of [5, Proposition 5.2]. It will be important
for our goals in this section.
Theorem 5.6 Let f ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 be a multilinear polynomial, suppose that Ec =⊕
r∈ZAr is a central Z-grading on E and let Ed be its induced Z2-grading. Then
f ∈ TZ(Ec) if and only if pi(f) ∈ T2(Ed).
Proof We just need to prove one part. Let
f(xn11 , . . . , x
n1
ln1
, . . . , xnrp+1, . . . , x
nr
p+lnr
) ∈ TZ(E
c),
where p = ln1 + ln2 + · · ·+ lnr−1 .
Let H = 2Z, g = pi(f) and consider an arbitrary Z2-graded substitution
xnj 7−→
∑
m∈H
an+mj ,
where each aj is an element of BE and a
t means that a is homogeneous of Z-
degree t. Since f is multilinear, for all j, we may assume that the substitution
is of the form
xnj 7−→ a
n+mj
j ,
for some mj ∈ H .
If m ∈ H , the component Am has infinitely many monomials of even length
with pairwise disjoint supports. Therefore, for each index j, there exists b
−mj
j
of even length with Z-degree −mj such that a
n+mj
j and b
−mj
j have pairwise
disjoint supports. We can choose the monomials b
−mj
j with pairwise disjoint
support. Then we define
cnj = a
n+mj
j b
−mj
j ,
which is a homogeneous element of degree n in the Z-grading Ec.
Now we consider the Z-graded substitution given by
xnj 7−→ c
n
j .
Due to f ∈ TZ(E
c) and each b
−mj
j ∈ Z(E) we obtain
0 = f(cn11 , . . . , c
nr
p+lnr
) = f(an1+m11 b
−m1
1 , . . . , a
nr+mp+lnr
p+lnr
b
−mp+lnr
p+lnr
) =
= (
p+lnr∏
j=1
b
−mj
j )g(a
n1
1 , . . . , a
nr
p+lnr
).
Since the monomials bj’s have pairwise disjoint supports, we obtain
0 = g(an11 , . . . , a
nr
p+lnr
)
and pi(f) = g ∈ TZ(Ed).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6 we obtain a description of the
Z-graded identities for all central Z-grading on E, namely:
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Corollary 5.7 Let Ec =
⊕
r∈ZAr be a central Z-grading on E and let Ed =
A0 ⊕ A1 be its induced Z2-grading. Let I = T2(Ed) and J = {f ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 |
pi(f) ∈ I}. Then we have that TZ(E
c) = J .
Proof It is an immediate application of Theorem 5.6.
In Section 3 we proved that the graded identities for a grading of type E
(∞,∞)
(m,n)
of full support are completely determined by the parity of m× n. Another way
to describe such identities is looking at the induced Z2-grading.
Corollary 5.8 Let m < 0 < n be integer numbers, suppose that E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) is of
full support and let Ed be its induced Z2-grading. Let I = T2(Ed) and J = {f ∈
F 〈X |Z〉 | pi(f) ∈ I}. Then TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) = J
Example 5.9 As [x1, x2] (when α(x1) = 0 or α(x2) = 0) and y1y2+y2y1 (when
α(y1) = α(y2) = 1) generate the Z-graded identities for Ecan in characteristic
zero and E
(∞,∞)
(−1,1) is central, it follows that the same polynomials generate the
Z-graded identities for E
(∞,∞)
(−1,1) when we exchange the variables of Z2-degree 0
for variables of Z-degree even and the variables of Z2-degree 1 for variables of
Z-degree odd. Such polynomials are exactly the polynomials that were used in
Section 3 to define the variety VZ2 .
Example 5.10 Given k a non-negative integer number, let I1 and I2 be infinite
and disjoint sets of integer numbers such that I1 ∪ I2 = {k + 1, k + 2, . . .}.
Now we define a Z-grading on E as follows:
‖ei‖
k˜ =


0, if i = 1, . . . , k
1, if i ∈ I1
−1 if i ∈ I2
.
We extend the Z-degree for all element in BE as usual. Let E
k˜ =
⊕
r∈ZAr
be such Z-grading on E.
It is easy to check that:
• If B is the subalgebra of Ek˜ generated by all ei where i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∪ I1
then B is homogeneous and it is Z-isomorphic to Ek.
• The Z-grading Ek˜ induces Ek by a quocient grading module 2Z.
• The Z-grading Ek˜ is central.
Then the Z-graded identities of Ek˜ can be raised of the Z2-graded identities
of Ek.
Example 5.11 Given k a non-negative integer number, it is known that Ek
induces Ek. If r < 0 and Ar is the respective component of E
k, we have that
Ar = 0. Hence x is a graded identity for E
k, if α(x) = r. On the other hand,
pi(x) is not a Z2-graded identity for Ek. Therefore, it is not possible to raise the
Z-graded identity of Ek using the identities of Ek. This happens because E
k is
not a central grading.
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Given an infinity subset L′ of {e1, e2, . . .}, the subalgebra E′ of E generated
by 1 and L′ is naturally isomorphic to E. So it makes sense to talk about central
Z-gradings on E′ as well. This will be used in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.12 Let A =
⊕
r∈ZAr be an arbitrary Z-grading on E (not neces-
sarily homogeneous). Suppose that there exist infinitely many elements ei ∈ L
homogeneous in the grading which generate a subalgebra B endowed with a
central Z-grading. Let Ed be the Z2-grading induced by B, I = T2(Ed) and
J = {f ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 | pi(f) ∈ I}. In these conditions we have that TZ(A) ⊂ J . In
particular, if there exist m < 0 < n such that gcd(m,n) = 1 and both L ∩ Am
and L ∩ An are infinite, then
(a) TZ(A) = TZ(V
Z
1 ) or
(b) TZ(A) ⊂ TZ(VZ2 )
Proof As B is a central Z-grading, according to Corollary 5.7, we have that
TZ(B) = J . Since B is a homogeneous subalgebra of A, it follows that TZ(A) ⊂
TZ(B) = J and the first part follows.
Now assume that there exist m < 0 < n such that gcd(m,n) = 1 and both
L∩Am and L∩An are infinite sets. We define B as the subalgebra of A generated
by all ei in L ∩Am or L ∩An. Hence B is a homogeneous subalgebra of A and
Z-isomorphic to some of the structures given in Section 3. If B generates VZ1 ,
statement (a) holds. If B generates VZ2 , then TZ(A) ⊂ TZ(V
Z
2 ) and (b) holds.
Similar to Theorem 5.12, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.13 Let A =
⊕
r∈ZAr be an arbitrary Z-grading on E (not nec-
essarily homogeneous). Suppose that there exist integers m < 0 < n, with
opposite parities, such that both L ∩ Am and L ∩ An are infinite sets. Then
TZ(A) = TZ(V
Z
1 ), up to graded monomial identities of degree 1.
Proof It is clear that [x1, x2, x3] is a graded identity for A, for every choice
of degree α(x1), α(x2), α(x3). As in Theorem 5.12, we define B as being the
subalgebra of A generated by (L∩Am)∪(L∩An). In this case B is Z-isomorphic
to E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) , which is not necessarily of full support. By Theorem 3.1, it follows
that Sup(B) = dZ, where d = gcd(m,n). According to Theorem 3.7 the ideal
TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m,n) ) is generated by the generators of TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) ) together with
N = {x ∈ F 〈X |Z〉 | α(x) /∈ dZ}.
We have that E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) is of full support. As m and n have opposite parities,
it follows that E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) induces the grading E∞. Hence TZ(E
(∞,∞)
(m
d
,n
d
) ) = TZ(V
Z
1 ).
This implies that
TZ(V
Z
1 ) ⊆ TZ(A) ⊆ TZ(B),
and therefore the result follows, since TZ(B) differs from TZ(V
Z
1 ) by the graded
monomial identities of degree 1.
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6 Further discussion
Throughout this section some possible generalizations of the results presented
in this paper will be discussed. Here our intention is to motivate future research
on the subject.
• For other fields
Let F be an infinite field of characteristic p > 2. Consider the variety VZ1 of
Z-graded algebras define by
1. [x1, x2, x3], for all degree of x1, x2, x3.
2. xp, for all x with degree different from zero.
Moreover consider the variety VZ2 of Z-graded algebras define by
1. [x1, x2], if either α(x1) or α(x2) is even.
2. x1x2 + x2x1, if both α(x1) and α(x2) are odd.
3. xp, if α(x) > 0 is even.
Consider the Grassmann algebra E over F . We believe that the Z-gradings
studied in Section 3 generate either the variety VZ1 or the variety V
Z
2 . However
the arguments and notations become rather clumby. This is why we develop
the paper considering F of characteristic zero.
• For other groups
Let G be any group (not necessarily abelian), and g1, . . . , gr in G such that
gigj = gjgi, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. As commented in Remark 2.4, using
g1, . . . , gr, we can induce aG-grading onE. Hence one can investigate conditions
for full support in this case.
Theorem 6.1 Let G be an abelian group. There exists a r-induced G-grading
on E of full support if and only if the group G is finitely generated.
Proof Let us consider G with additive notation. Assuming that G is finitely
generated, consider g1, . . . , gn ∈ G such that G = 〈g1, . . . , gn〉 and the decom-
position of L:
L = L∞g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L
∞
gn ⊕ L
∞
g−1
1
⊕ · · · ⊕ L∞
g−1n
.
Let E
(∞,...,∞,∞,...,∞)
(g1,...,gn,g
−1
1
,...,g−1n )
be the induced G-grading on E. Given g ∈ G, we have
that g = a1+ · · ·+am, where ai ∈ {g1, . . . , gn, g
−1
1 , . . . , g
−1
n }, and m is a positive
integer. For each k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we take jk ∈ N such that ejk ∈ L
∞
ak
. In this
case,
‖ej1 · · · ejm‖ = ‖ej1‖+ · · ·+ ‖ejm‖ = a1 + · · ·+ am = g,
and ej1 · · · ejm 6= 0. Hence g ∈ Sup(E
(∞,...,∞,∞,...,∞)
(g1,...,gn,g
−1
1
,...,g−1n )
).
Now suppose that there exist g1, . . . , gr ∈ G and v1, . . . , vr ∈ N ∪ {∞}
such that E
(v1,...,vr)
(g1,...,gr)
is of full support. In this case, given g ∈ G there exist
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i1, . . . , im, j1, . . . , jm ∈ N such that ejk ∈ L
vik
gik
, for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and
0 6= ej1 · · · ejm ∈ Ag. Therefore,
g = ‖ej1‖+ · · ·+ ‖ejm‖ = gi1 + · · ·+ gim
and we obtain g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gr〉. Hence we have that G = 〈g1, . . . , gr〉 and we are
done.
Such result is an initial motivation to address the problem of the gradings
on E by infinite groups other than Z.
• For 3-induced Z-gradings
In view of the results of Section 3 a natural forwarding is to study r-induced
Z-gradings on E of full support, when r > 2. This seems to be an interesting
problem. Recall that the Example 5.10 presents a kind of 3-induced Z-grading
on E of full support whose TZ-ideal of graded identities is different from both
TZ(V
Z
1 ) and TZ(V
Z
2 ).
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